




Technology Humanity

Algorithms Androrithms



Humanity will change more in the next 20 years than the previous 300 years



The biggest gold-rush, ever?
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A €60 Trillion temptation: this will not end well if we don’t regulate it
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Total connectivity

Exponential Change: 
to keep thinking 
linear will be 
detrimental

Smart-everything

Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Human genome editing 

1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

Quantum Computing

Voice Interfaces

Geoengineering
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Soon, the question is no longer if technology can do something but why? and who?



The dramatically increasing use of intelligent machines will  
bring more changes to society than the industrial revolution



How ‘computable’ are we (and our lives)?



The capacity to acquire capacity

The capacity to deal with not knowing

We are least aware of what our minds do best (Minsky)

Defining intelligence

Whatever is easy for a computer is hard for a human 
(and vice versa) - the Moravec Paradox
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We think with the body not the brain (Seligman, Feldenkrais et al)
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Happiness  
is not an 
algorithm !



Civilisations are driven by their technology but defined by their humanity 



We should not give machines the 
capacity to improve their capacity



Technology is exponential but humans are not 
How will we leave room for inefficiency, imperfection, mystery, mistakes…? 





"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
(or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart



We should not put efficiency over humanity just because technology makes it possible



Technology can be heaven or hell (#hellven): a huge task for our governments



Finding the right balance between technology and humanity  
is becoming mission-critical to our future
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Who will be mission control’ for humanity?





Technology is not what we seek but how we seek



We need a global council for ethics in technology 



https://www.thedailybeast.com/Technology companies need to earn their ‘license to operate’



The 2017 Asilomar AI principles: applicable to all technological progress

• Human values: all systems should be designed and operated to be compatible with 

ideals of human dignity, rights, freedoms and cultural diversity 

• Shared benefit and prosperity: to benefit & empower as many people as possible 

• Ecosystem thinking: ethical, economical and societal issues need to be included 

• Responsibility: those that design and build these systems are moral stakeholders 

• Above all, an IoT/AI arms-race must be avoided as it would bring existential risks



How will we prevent even more inequality and even deeper digital 
divides as a result of these exponential technological advances?
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• Redistribution of the benefits generated by technological progress 

• Protection of human values and rights (what should not be automated?) 

• Transparency and oversight



We must invest as much in humanity as we invest in technology



The cognification of networked machines represents a much bigger 
change to society than electrification or even industrialisation 



Anything that can be digitized, automated, virtualized or robotised will be…



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable   



The end of routine is inevitable - but it’s NOT the end of work *



STEM and HECI focus in education and training: humanities, ethics, creativity, imagination

The percentage of human-only work (work than machines cannot do) is increasing dramatically





Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it!



Thanks for your time!


